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SUMMARY OF THE THESIS

ePD.oPR TCS llas attracted attention in the past few years. A number of

.•.•• showtllati.~ctivation of phoP in Mtb H37Rv leads to significant growth
.'- ". . ,- --

·;;~<~'·al., 2001). Also~ biochemical studies reveal that PhoP regulated
.-,:'",-, -",', ) -' "." .:~\-: ';" .

'.)ses and polyacyltrehaloses and absence of these lipid molecules in

.:~major reason for its attenuated growth in a mouse model (Gonzalo

MCZak et al., 2002) (for review refer to Ryndak et al., 2008 ).

. dent studies show that a point mutation in phoP contributes to

Ra. (Chesne-Seck et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2008), more recently PhoP

the ESAT-6 secretion and specific I-cell recognition during virulence

. Ii (Frigui et al., 2008). Thus, accumulating evidences suggest that PhoP



focus on identifying the regulatory role played by PhoP in

PhoP subfamily use different mechanisms to regulate

'scription modulation. Chapter 2 mainly encompasses aspects of

ges in Mtb PhoP as a result of phosphorylation. To this end, we

dional effects of phosphorylation ofPhoP. We also show how PhoP

~es protein - protein interactions when PhoP binds its cognate DNA.

lProvide insights on how phosphorylation of PhoP regulates its function

essential for DNA binding.

'l11lest was to look out for gene targets directly regulated by Mtb PhoP.

e many reports stating differential gene expression of hundreds of genes

~.37Rv and its phoP knockout strain or Mtb H37Ra, but there exists a

secondary effects due to indirect gene activation or repression as none of them

)direct interaction of PhoP with any of the gene targets. Also the actual repertoire

egulated by PhoP can still be greater as it may regulate different genes in varying

...asMtb encounters a complex and changing environment during its life span inside

Jill date, the only report on direct regulation of PhoP has been provided from our

,we have characterized the autoregulatory properties of PhoP (Gupta et al., 2006).

tudy was carried out to show autoregulation of PhoP by Carlos Martin and

ers (Gonzalo-Asensio et al., 2008). Other than complex lipid biosynthesis, functional

,~fPhoPR system in Mtb remains unknown. Chapter 3 provides results showing that Mtb

ogllizes promoters of specific genes involved in phosphate homeostasis. Here, genetic

·eterminants recognized by PhoP have been identified within the target promoters and a

·possible mechanism of DNA recognition has been presented.

Chapter 4 originates from the need to study the effect of PhoP binding to target

promoters. Although, DNA binding mechanism of PhoP to the upstream promoter regions

has been established in the previous chapter, in this chapter we show specific effect of PhoP

on transcription regulation of target genes. As a first step towards understanding how PhoP

regulates transcription of its target promoters, we cloned, expressed and purified individual

subunits of Mtb RNA polymerase and reconstituted functional RNA polymerase. Promoters

are subsequently characterized by primer extension analysis and appropriate promoter

specific sigma factors were identified. Transcripts generated from appropriate RNA

polymerase holoenzyme using suitable DNA templates were confirmed. Finally we establish



tion of divergently overlapping promoters pstB and pst-52

or the first time suggest a possible role of PhoP in phosphate

~gulatory properties of PhoP, this work provides the first

direct transcriptional regulator of the genes under study. This

. ards building a consensus target DNA sequence of Pho regulon in

fuIld require identification of sites from a more comprehensive list of

¢directly regulated by PhoP. Additional experiments like chromatin

SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment)

defme other PhoP target sequences. Furthermore, target promoters

phosphorylated PhoP remains to be identified. Identification of such

the way for more structure function studies of the key regulator leading

tanding of its mechanism of action.


